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Per1 Resource Kit for Windows Qfl”/QflM H Windows Nl@ 1.Q. O’F&illy, Sebastopol, CA (1998). $149.95 
(including one ieeue of The Per1 Journal, Per1 Software on CD-ROM), and the following four booke. 
Proarammino with Per1 Modules: Win32 edition. By Erik Olson. O’Fteilly, Sebastopol, CA. (1998). 355 pages. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Introduction to Per1 Modules and CPAN. 2. Pareing command-line arguments. 3. Manipulating files 
and text. 4. Date and time. 5. User interfaces with Perl. 6. OLE automation. 7. Database ~cce88. 8. Threads 
9. Socket programming. 10. The Internet modules. 11. Mail and MIME. 12. Ueenet news. 13. CGI programming. 
14. Image creation and manipulation. 15. Win32 programming. 16. System administration. 17. Developing 
modules. 18. Extended examples. Index. 
e. By Brian Jepson. O’Reilly, Sebeetopol, CA. (1998). 279 pages. P rl 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Welcome to the Per1 Resource Kit. 2. Inetallation, setup, and package management. 3. An overview 
of Perl. 4. Developing with Perl. 5. Per1 and web eervem. 6. PerlScript. 7. Writing extensions for Perl. 8. Per1 
and COM. Appendices. A. The Per1 for Win32 FAQ. B. Active server pages reference. C. Per1 utllitiee. Index. 
&I. By David Futato. O’Heilly, Sebaetopol, CA. (1998). 606 pagee. Pr e 
Contents 
Preface. 1. Introduction. 2. Per1 core modules. 3. Development support. 4. Operating eyetern interfaces. 
5. Networking, devicea, and interprocesa communication. 6. Data typee and data type utilities. 7. Data- 
interfaces. 8. User interfaces. 
Perl Module Reference. Volume 2: Win,92 edition. By David Futato. O’Heilly, Sebastopol, CA. (1998). 1106 
Pe%ee* 
Contents 
Preface. 9. Interfaces to other languages. 10. Filenames, file systems, and file lockll. 11. String and languege 
text processing, paming, and eearching. 12. Option, argument, parameter, and configuration file proceudng. 
13. Internationaliiation and locale. 14. Authentication, security, and encryption. 15. World Wide Web, HTML, 
HTTP, CGI, and MIME. 16. Server and daemon utilities. 17. Archiving and compression. 18. Image, pbanap, 
and bitmap manipulation. 19. Mall and usenet news. 20. Control flow utilities. 21. Filehandle, diiry handle, 
and I/O etream utilities. 22. Microsoft Windows modulea. 23. Mlecellaneoue modules. Index. 
WordNet: Edited by Chrietiane Fellbaum. MIT Preee, Cambridge, MA. (1998). 
423 pages. $2!%00. 
Contents: 
Acknowledgments. Contributors. Foreword by George A. Miller. I. The Lexical Databaee. 1. Nouns in WordNet 
(George A. Miller). 2. Modifiers in WordNet (Katherine J. Miller). 3. A semantic network of Englleh verbe 
(Chrlltlane Fellbaum). 4. Design and implementation of the WordNet Lexical Databaee and eearching soti 
(Flandee I. Tengi). II. Extensions, enhancements, and new perspectives on WordNet. 5. Automated - of 
WordNet relations (Marti A. Hearst). 6. Representing verb alternations in WordNet (Karen T. Kohl, Douglae 
A. Jones, Robert C. Ben&k and Naoyuki Nomura). 7. The formalization of WordNet by methods of relational 
concept analysla (Uta E. Pries). III. Applications of WordNet. 8. Building semantic concordances (Shari Land-, 
Claudia Leacock and Flandee I. tigi). 9. Performance and confidence in a eemantic annotation teek (Christiie 
Fellbaum, Joachim Graboweki and Shari Land-). 10. WordNet and class-based probabilities (Philip Resnik). 
11. Combining local context and WordNet similar&y for word sense identification (Claudia Leacock and Martin 
Chodorow). 12. Using WordNet for text retrieval (Ellen M. Voorheea). 13. Lexical chains as representations 
of context for the detection and correction of malapropieme (Graeme Hlrst and David St-Onge). 14. Temporal 
indexing through lexical chaining (Reem Al-Hell and Hick Kazman). 15. COLORX: Using knowledge from 
WordNet for conceptual modeling (J.F.M. Burg and R.P. van de Hiet). 16. Knowledge proceasing on an extended 
WordNet (Sandra M. Herabagiu and Dan I. Moldovan). Appendix. Obtaining and using WordNet. Index. 
. . . s . . . . . Combin&_&&ds for Ella&c EpJlnlipna wath San&~ 
* 
By Zi Cai Li. Kluwer Accl- 
demic Publlahem, Dordrecht. (1998). 476 pagee. 9214.00, NLG 395.00, GBP 135.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgements. Introduction. I. Singularltiee, treatments and combinationa. 1. Different numerical 
methods. 2. Singularltiee and treatments. II. Combined methods. 3. Boundary approximation methods 4. Com- 
binations of RGM and FEM. 5. Combinatlone of varloua FEMe. III. Coupling techniiueu. 6. Lagrange multipllere 
and other coupling techniques. 7. Penalty techniques. 8. Simplified hybrid methods. 9. Penalty plus hybrld 
techniques. 10. Optimal combinations for various FEMs. 11. Combinationa of-M and FDM. IV. Application 
and edvancad topi-. 12. Creek-iniinity problem. 13. Wind flow over bulldinga. 14. Global euperconvezgence 
in combinations. 15. Iterative &mtructing methods. 16. Schwarz altesnatlng method. Epilogue. R&renos. 
Gloeeary of symbols. Index. 
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Advances in N#~ Inforv~tion ~oce~sina S~stems 10: Proceedinos of the 1097 Conference. Edited by Michael 
I. Jordan, Michael J. Kearns and Sara A. Soils. M IT  Press, Cambridge, MA.  (1998). 1089 pages. $65.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. NIPS committees. Reviewers. 
I. Cognitive science. Synchronized auditory and cognitive 40 Hz attentional streams, and the impact of rhyth- 
mic expectation on auditory scene analysis (Bill Baird). On parallel versus erial processing: A computational 
study of visual search (Eyal Cohen and Eytan Ruppin). Task and spatial frequency effects on face specialization 
(Matthew N. Dailey and Garrison W. Cottrell). Neural basis of object-centered representations (Sophie Den- 
eve and Alexandre Pouget). A neural network model of naive preference and filial imprinting in the domestic 
chick (Lucy E. Hadden). Adaptation in speech motor control (John F. Houde and Michael I. Jordan). Learning 
human-like knowledge by singular value decomposition: A progress report (Thomas K. Landauer, Darrell Laham 
and Peter Foltz). Multi-modular associative memory (Nit Levy, David Horn and Eytan Ruppin). Serial order in 
reading aloud: Connectionlst models and neighborhood structure (Jeanne C. Milostan and Garrison W. Cottreli). 
A superadditive*impairment theory of optic aphasia (Michael C. Mozer, Mark Sitton and Martha Farab). A Hip- 
pocampal model of recognition memory (Randall C. O'Reilly, Kenneth A. Norman and James L. McClelland). 
Correlates of attention in a model of dynamic visual recognition (Rajesh P.N. Rao). Recurrent neural networks 
can learn to implement symbol-sensitive counting (Paul Rodriguez and Janet Wiles). Comparison of human and 
machine word recognition (Markus Schenkel, Cyril Latimer and Marwan Jabri). 
II. Neuroscience. Coding of naturalistic stimuli by auditory midbraln neurons (Hagai Attias and Christoph 
E. Schreiner). Refractoriness and neural precision (Michael J. Berry II and Markus Meister). Statistical models 
of conditioning (Peter Dayan and Theresa Long). Characterizing neurons in the primary auditory cortex of the 
awake primate using reverse correlation (R. Christopher deCharms and Michael M. Merzenich). Using Helmholtz 
machines to analyze multi-channel neuronal recordings (Virginia R. de Sa, 1~. Christopher deCharms and Michael 
M. Merzenich). Instabilities in eye movement control: A model of periodic alternating nystagmus (Ernst R. Dow 
and Thomas J. Anastasio). Hippocampal model of rat spatial abilities using temporal difference learning (David 
J. Foster, Richard G.M. Morris and Peter Dayan). Gradients for retinotectai mapping (Geoffrey J. Goodhill). 
A mathematical model of axon guidance by diffusible factors (Geoffrey J. Goodhifi). Computing with action 
potentials (Invited talk) (John J. Hopfleld, Carlos D. Brody and Sam Rowels). A model of early visual processing 
(Laurent Itti, Jochen Braun, Dale K. Lee and Chrlstof Koch). Perturbative A~'-sequences for auditory systems 
identification (Mark Kvale and Christoph E. Schreiner). Effects of spike timing underlying binocular integration 
and rivalry in a neural model of early visual cortex (Erik D. Lumar). Dynamic stochastic synapses as computational 
units (Wolfgang 1~ and Anthony M. Zador). Synaptic transmission: An information-theoretic perspective 
(Amit Manwani and Chrlstof Koch). Toward a single-cell account for binocular disparity tuning: An energy model 
may he hiding in your dencrites (Bartlett W. Mel, Daniel L. Ruderman and Kevin A. Archie). Just one view: 
Invariances in inferotemporal cell tuning (Maximilian Riesenhuber and Tomaso Poggio). On the separation of 
signals from neighboring cells in tetrode recordings (Maneesh Sabani, John S. Pezarls and Richard A. Andersen). 
Independent component analysis for identification of artifacts in magnetoeneephalographic recordings (Ricardo 
Vig~wio, Veikko Jousm~.ki, Matti Hiim&l~inen, Riitta Hari and Erkki Oja). Modeling complex cells in an awake 
Macaque during natural image viewing (William E. Vinje and Jack L. Gallant). 
III. Theory. The canonical distortion measure in feature space and 1-NN classification (Jonathan Baxter and 
Peter Bartlett). Multiple threshold neural ogic (Vasken Bohoesian and Jehoshua Bruck). Generalization i  deci- 
sion trees and DNF: Does size matter? (Mostefa Golea, Peter Bartlett, Wee Sun Lee and Llew Mason). Selecting 
weighting factors in logarithmic opinion pools (Tom Heskes). New approximations of differential entropy for inde- 
pendent component analysis and projection pursuit (Aapo Hyv~rinen). Boltzmann machine learning using mean 
field theory and linear response correction (Hilbert J. Kappan and F.B. Rodrfgnez). Relative loss bounds for 
multidimensional regremion problems (Jyrki Kivinen and Manfred K. Warmuth). Asymptotic theory for regn- 
larization: One.dimensional linear case (]~etri Koistinen). Two approaches to optimal annealing (Todd K. Leen, 
Bernhard Schottky and David Sand). Structural risk minimization for nonparametric time series prediction (Ron 
Meir). Analytic study of the interplay between architecture and predictability (Avner Priel, Ido Kanter and David 
A. Ke~ler). Globally optimal on-line learning rules (Magnus Rattray and David Sand). Minimax and Hamilton- 
lan dynamics of excitatory-inhibitory networks (H. Sebastian Seung, Tom J. Richarzen, Jeffrey C. Lagarise and 
John J. Hopfield). Data-dependent structural risk minimization for perceptron decision trees (John Shawe-Tsyior 
and Nello Cristianini). From regularization operators to support vector kernels (Alex J. Smola and Bernhard 
Sch~lk~)pf). The rectified Gatumian distribution (Nicholas D. Socci, Daniel D. Lee and H. Sebastian Seung). On- 
line learning from finite training sets in nonlinear networks (Peter Sollich and David Barber). Competitive on-line 
linear regreselon (Voiodya Vovk). On the infeesibility of training neural networks with small squared errors (Van 
H. Vu). The storage capacity of a fully-connected committee machine (Yuansheng Xiong, Chulan Kwon and 
Jong-Hoon Oh). The efficiency and the robustness fonatural gradient descent learning rule (Howard H. Yang and 
Shun-ichi Amari). 
IV. Algnithnm and architecture. Ensemble learning for multi-layer networks (David Barber and Christopher 
M. Bishop). Radial baak functions: A B~eeian treatment (David Barber and Bernhard Schottky). Shared 
context probabillstic transducers (Yushua Bengio, Samy Bengio, Jean-Francois leabelle and Yoram Singer). Ap- 
proximating poeterior distributions in belief networks using mixtures (Christopher M. Bishop, Neff Lawrence, 
Tommi Jaakkola and Michael I. Jordan). Receptive field formation in natural scene environments: Comparison 
of single cell learning rules (Brian S. Blaiz, Nathan Intrator, Harel Shouval and Leon N. Cooper). An annealed 
self-organizing map for source channel coding (Matthias Burger, Thore Graepel and Klaus Obermayer). Incor- 
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porating test inputs into learning (Zebra Cataltepe and Malik Magdon-lsmafl). On efficient heuristic ranking of 
hypotheses (Steve Chien, Andre Stechert and Darren Mutz). Learning to order things (William W. Cohen, Robert 
E. Schapire and Yoram Singer). Regularisation i  sequential learning algorithms (Jo~o F.G. de Freitas, Mahesan 
Niranjan and Andrew H. Gee). Agnostic classification of Markovian sequences (Ran EI-Yaniv, Shai Fine and 
Naf~ali Tishby). Ensemble and modular approaches for face detection: A comparison (Rapha~'l ~leraud and Oliver 
Bernier). A revolution: Belief propagation i graphs with cycles (Brendan J. Frey and David J.C. MacKay). 
Hierarchical non-linear factor analysis and topographic maps (Zoubin Ghahramani and Geoffrey E. Hinton). Re- 
grsssion with input-dependent noise: A Gaussian process treatment (Paul W. Goldberg, Christopher K.I. Williams 
and Christopher M. Bishop). Linear concepts and hidden variables: An empirical study (Adam J. Grove and Dan 
Roth). Classification by palrwise coupling (Trevor Hastie and Robert Tihshirani). Unsupervised on-line learning 
of decision trees for hierarchical data analysis (Marcus Held and Joachim M. Buhmann). Nonlinear Markov net- 
works for continuous variables (Riemar Hofmann and Vo]ker Tresp). Active data clustering (Thomas Hofmann 
and Joachim M. Buhmann). Function approximation with the sweeping hinge algorithm (Don R. Hush, Fernando 
Lozano and Bill Home). The error coding and substitution PaCTs (Gareth James and Trevor Hastie). S-Map: 
A network with a simple self-organization algorithm for generative topographic mappings (Kimmo Kiviluoto and 
Erkki Oja). Learning nonlinear overcomplete r presentations for efficient coding (Michael S. Lewichi and Terrence 
J. Sejnowski). Factorizing multivariate function classes (Juan K. Lin). A framework for multiple-iustance learning 
(Oded Maron and Thomas Lozano-P~rez). An application of reversible-jump MCMC to multivariate spherical 
Gaussian mixtures (Alan D. Marrs). Estimating dependency structure as a hidden variable (Marina Meil~ and 
Michael I. Jordan). Combining classifiers using correspondence analysis (Christopher J. Merz). Learning path 
distributions using nonequllibrium diffusion networks (Paul Mineiro, Javier Movellan and Ruth J. Williams). 
Learning enerative models with the up-propagation algorithm (Jong-Hoon Oh and H. Sebastian Seung). An in- 
cremental nearest neighbor algorithm with queries (Joel Ratsaby). RCC cannot compute certain FSA, even with 
arbitrary transfer functions (Mark Ring). EM algorithms for PCA and SPCA (Sam Roweis). Local dimensionality 
reduction (Stefan Schaal, Sethu Vijayakumar and Christopher G. Atkeson). Prior knowledge in support vector 
kernels (Bernhard Sch~Ikopf, Patrice Simard, Alex J. Smoia and Vladimir Vapnik). Training methods for adaptive 
boosting of neural networks (Holger Schwenk and Yoshua Bengio). Learning continuous attractors in recurrent 
networks (H. Sebastian Seung). Monotonic networks (Joseph Sill). Stacked ensity estimation (Padhralc Smyth 
and David Wolpert). Bidirectional retrieval from associative memory (Friedrich T. Sommer and G/inther Palm). 
Mapping a manifold of perceptual observations (Joshua B. Tenenbaum). Graph matching with hierarchical dis- 
crete relaxation (Richard C. Wilson and Edwin R. Hancock). Multiplicative updating rule for blind separation 
derived from the method of scoring (Howard H. Yang). 
V. Implementation. A 1,000-neuron system with one million 7-bit physical interconnections (Yuzo Hirai). Silicon 
retina with adaptive filtering properties (Shih-Chii Liu). Analog VLSI model of intersegmental coordination 
with nearest-neighbor c upling (Girish N. Patel, Jeremy H. Hoileman and Stephen P. DeWeerth). An analog 
VLSI neural network for phase-based machine vision (Bertram E. Shi and Kwok Fai Hui). 
VI. Speech, handwriting and signal processing. Analysis of drifting dynamics with neural network hidden 
Markov models (Jens Kohlmorgan, Klaus-Robert M/iller and Klaus Pawelzik). Bayesian robustification for audio 
visual fusion (Javier Movellan and Paul Mineiro). Modeling acoustic orrelations by factor analysis (Lawrence Saul 
and Masin Rahim). Blind separation ofradio signals in fading channels (Karl Torkkola). Hybrid NN/HMM-based 
speech recognition with a discriminant neural feature xtraction (Daniel Willett and Gerhard Rigoll). 
VII. Visual processing. A non-parametric multi-scale statistical model for natural images (Jeremy S. De Boner 
and Paul A. Viola). Recovering perspective pose with a dual step EM algorithm (Andrew D.J. Cross and Edwin 
R. Hancock). Bayesian model of surface perception (William T. Freeman and Paul A. Viola). Features as sufficient 
statistics (Davi Geignr, Archisman Rudra and Laurance T. Maloney). Detection of first and second order motion 
(Alexander Grunewald and Heiko Neumann). A simple and fast neural network approach to stereovision (Rolf 
D. Henkel). Inferring sparse, overcomplete image codes using an efficient, coding framework (Michael S. Lewicki and 
Bruno A. Oishausen). Visual navigation in a robot using zig-zng behavior (M. Anthony Lewis). 2D observers for 
human 3D object recognition? (Zili Lin and Daniel Kersten). Self-similarity properties of natural images (Antonio 
Turiel, Germ~ Mato, N&Jtor Parga and Jean-Pierre Nadal). Multireeolution tangent distance for affine-invariant 
classification (Nuno Vasconcelos and Andrew Lippman). Phase transitions and the perceptual organization of 
video sequences (Yalr Weiss). 
VIII. Applications. Using expectation to guide processing: A study of three real-world applications (Shumeet 
Baluja). Structure driven image database r trieval (Jeremy S. De Bonet and Paul A. Viola). A general purpose im- 
age processing chip: Orientation detection (Ralph Etienne-Cummings and Donghul Cal). An analog VLSI model of 
the fly elementary motion detector (Reid R. Harrison and Chriztof Koch). MELONET I: Neural nets for inventing 
Baroque-style chorale variations (Dominik HSrnel). Extended ICA removes artifacts from electroencephalographic 
recordings (Tzyy-Ping Jung, Colin Humphries, Te-Won Lee, Scott Makeig, Martin J. McKeown, Viosnte Iragni 
and Terrence J. Sejnewski). A generic approach for identification ofevent related brain potentials via a competi- 
tive neural network structure (Daniel H. Langs, Hava T. Siegelmann, HiUel Pratt and Gideon F. Inbar). A neural 
network based head tracking system (Daniel D. Lee and H. Sebastian Seung). Wavelet models for video time- 
series (Sheng Ma and Chuanyi Ji). Reinforcement learning for call admission control and routing in integrated 
service networks (Peter Marbach, Oliver Mihatsch, Miriam Schulte and John N. Tsitsiklls). Learning to schedule 
straight-line code (Eliot Moss, Paul Utgoff, John Cavaeos, Doina Precup, Darko Stefanovi~, Carla Brodley and 
David Schaeff). Enhancing Q-learning for optimal asset allocation (Ralph Neuneier). Intrusion detection with 
neural networks (Jake Ryan, Meng-Jang Lin and Kisto Miikkulalnen). Incorporating contextual information in 
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white blood cell identification (Xubo Song, Yasor Abu-Mcetafa, Joseph Sill and Harvey Kasdan). Bach in a boz--  
Real-time harmony (Randall R. Spangler, Rodney M. Goodman and Jim Hawkins). Experiences with Bayesian 
learning in a real world application (Peter Sykacek, Georg Dorffner, Peter Rappelsberger and Joseph Zeitlhofer). 
A solution for missing data in recurrent neural networks with an application to blood glucose prediction (Volker 
Tresp and Thomas Briegel). Use of a multi-layer perceptron to predict malignancy in ovarian tumors (Herman 
Verrelst, Yves Moreau, Joos Vandewaile and Dirk Timmerman). Modelling seasonality and trends in daily rainfall 
data (Peter M. Williams). The observer-observation dilemma in neuro-forecaeting (Hans Georg Zimmermann and 
Ralph Nenneier). 
IX. Control, navigation and planning. Generalized prioritized sweeping (David Andre, Nit Friedman and Ronald 
Parr). Nonparametric model-basod reinforcement learning (Christopher G. Atkeson). An improved policy iteration 
algorithm for partially observable MDPs (Eric A. Hansen). Automated aircraft recovery via reinforcement learning: 
Initial experiments (Jeffrey F. Monaco, David G. Ward and Andrew G. Barto). Reinforcement learning for 
continuous stochastic ontrol problems (P~mi Munos and Paul Bourgine). Adaptive choice of grid and time in 
reinforcement learning (Stephan Pareigis). Reinforcement learning with hierarchies ofmachines (Ronald Parr and 
Stuart Russell). Multi-time models for temporally abstract planning (Doina Precup and Richard S. Sutton). How 
to dynamically merge Markov decision processes (Satinder Singh and David Cohn). The asymptotic convergence- 
rate of Q-learning (Csaba Ssepesv~ri). Hybrid reinforcement learning and its application to biped robot control 
(Satoshi Yamada, Akira Watanabe and Michio Nakashima). Index of authors. Keyword index. 
7~e-Looical Semantics. By Bob Carpenter. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1997). 575 pages. $85.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgments. 1. Introduction. 2. Simply typed ,\-calculns. 3. Higher-order logic. 4. Application 
categorial grammar. 5. The Lambek calculus. 6. Coordination and unbounded ependencies. 7. Quantifiers and 
scope. 8. Plurals. 9. Pronouns and dependency. 10. Modal logic. 11. Intensionality. 12. Tense and aspect. 
Appendix. Mathematical preliminaries. References. Index. 
lnformetion Processino in Cells and Tissues. Edited by Mike Holcombe and Ray Paton. Plenum Press, New 
York. (1998). 327 pages. $115.00. 
Contents: 
Signalling and communication: An introduction to Section 1. Some aspects of gap junction dynamics in em- 
bryonic systems (Stephen Baigent, Jarcelav Stark and Anne Warner). Real time processing of nerve signals for 
controlling a limb prostheses (Martin Bodgan and Wolfgang Rosentiel). Stimulns-Secretion coupling in pancreatic 
E-cells explained by Chay's tore-operated model (Teresa Ree Chay). Towards computational models of chemotaxis 
in eecherichia coli (Laurence Clarke and Ray C. Paton). Three modes of calcium-induced calcium release (CICR) 
in neurons (David D. Friel). O-neuron, a one dimensional spiking model that reproduces in vitro and in ~ivo 
spiking characteristics of cortica neurons (Boris S. Gutkin and G. Bard Ermentrout). A simulation of growth cone 
filopodia dynamics based on turing morphogenesis patterns (Tim A. Hely, Arjen van Ooyen and David J. Will- 
shaw). Organ function and cell behaviour: Simulating disturbances in ventricular propagation (A.V. Holden, 
G.P. Kremmydas and A. Bezerianos). Extracellular signalling in an oecfllatory east culture (Mark Keulers and 
Hircehi Kuriyama). Dopamine-medicated d phosphorylation of N/P-type calcium channels in striatal neurons: 
A quantitative model (Roll KStter, Dirk Schirok and Karl Zilles). The World Wide Web cytokine database-- 
New techniques of diagrammatic information management on the web (Zieo Mang Shou and Siobh/m North). 
Involvement of receptor-kinase in the biochemistry upstream from cAMP synthesis in cells (Juergen Nauroechat 
and Uwe an der Heinden). Amplification of switching characteristics of biochemical-reaction networks involving 
Ca2+/Caimodulln-dependent protein kinase II: Implication for LTP induced by a single burst during the theta 
oscillation (Hiroshi Okamoto and Kazuhiea Ichikawa). Influence of calcium binding to proteins on calcium oscil- 
lations and ER membrane potential oscillations. A mathematical model (Stefan Schuster, Marko Karhl, Milan 
Brumen and Reinhart Heinrich). A model of LHRI-I 'self-priming' at the pituitary (Sin&~d scullion, David Brown 
and Gareth Leng). 
Computation and information: An introduction to Section 2 (Ray Paton). Morphomechanicai feedback in 
embryonic development (L.V. Belonssov). Information processing in computational tissues (Mark H. Butler, 
Ray C. Paton and Paul H. Leng). Semiotics of complex systems: A hierarchical notation for the mathematical 
structure of a single cell (Jerry L.R. Chandler). Localisation and nonlocality in computation (/ton Cottam, Ntis 
Langloh, Willy Ranson and Roger Vounckx). Mining the gene expresison matrix: Inferring gene relationships 
from large scale gene expression data (Patrik D'haeseleer, Xiling Wen, Stefanie Fuhrman and Roland Somogyi). 
Computational models of immunological pathways (Mike Holcombe and Alex Bell). Control aws in the mesoscopic 
processes of biocomputing (Felix T. Hong). A computer system that links gene expression to spatial organization 
of Caenorhabditis elegan (Tsuguchika Kaminuma, Ta.kako Igarashi, 'I~tsuya Nakano and Johji Miwa). Verbs, glue 
and categories in the cellular economy (Ray Paton and Koichiro Matsuno). A computational architecture based on 
cellular processing (Mark Shackleton and Chris Winter). Distributivity, a general information theoretic network 
measure, or Why the whole is more than the sum of its parts (Roland Somogyi and Stefanie Fuhrman). GeNet 
database as a tool for the analysis of regulatory genetic networks (Alexander V. Spirov and Maria G. Samsonova). 
Cellular-automata-like simulations of dynamic neural fields (J6rg Weliner and Andreas Schierwagen). Towards 
a metabolic robot control system (Jens Zeigler, Peter Dittrich and Wolfgang Banzhaf). Epilog---Concluding 
discussions. Index. 
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The Comvutational Besutu of Nagure: Comvuter Ec'vlorations of Practcds, Chaos. Comvlez Sustem#, and Adav- 
ta~o~ By Gary William Flake. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1998). 493 pages. $45.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Introduction. I. Computation. 2. Number systems and infinity. 3. Computability and incem- 
putability. 4. Pcetscript: Computation. II. Fractals. 5. Self-similarity and fractal geometry. 5. L-eystems and 
fractal growth. 7. Affine transformation fractals. 8. The Mandelbrot set and Julia sets. 9. Postscript: Fractais. 
III. Chaos. 10. Nonlinear dynamics in simple maps. 11. Strange attractors. 12. Producer-consumer dynamics. 
13. Controlling chaos. 14. Postscript: Chaos. IV. Complex systems. 15. Cellular automata. 16. Autonomous 
agents and self-organization. 17. Competition and cooperation. 18. Natural and analog computation. 19. Pcet- 
script: Complex systems. V. Adaptation. 20. Genetics and evolution. 21. Classifier systems. 22. Neural networks 
and learning. 23. Postscript: Adaptation. Epilogue. 24. Duality and dichotomy. Source code notes. Glossary. 
Bibliography. Index. 
The State of the Art in Numerical Analusis. Edited by I. S. Duff and G. A. Watson. Clarendon Prem, Oxford. 
(1997). 562 pages. $175.00. 
Contents: 
Recent developments in dense numerical linear algebra (N.J. Higham). Sparse numerical linear algebra: Di- 
rect methods and preconditioning (I.S. Duff). Closer to the solution: Itrative linear solvers (G.H. Golub and 
H.A. van der Vorst). 150 years old and still alive: Eigenproblems (H.A. van der Vorst). Geometric integration 
(J.M. Sanz-Serna). Convergence and stability in the numerical approximation f dynamical systems (A. Stu- 
art). Beyond the classical theory of computational ordinary differential equations (A. Iserles). Numerical anal- 
ysis of Volterra functional and integral equations (C.T.H. Baker). The numerical solution of boundary integral 
equations (K.E. Atkineon). Aspects of approximation with emphasis on the univariate case (G.A. Watson). A 
review of methods for multivariable interpolation at scattered ata points (M.J.D. Poweli). Large scale uncon- 
strained optimization (J. Nocedal). Interior point methods for linear and nonlinear programming (D.F. Shanno 
and E.M. Simantiraki). Methods for nonlinear constraints in optimation calculations (A.R. Conn, N.I.M. Gould 
and Ph.L. Teint). Stabilization techniques and subgrid scales capturing (F. Brezzi, L.P. Franca, T.J.R. Hughes 
and A. Ruses). Approximation f corvature dependent interface motion (C.M. Eiliott). Finite element methods for 
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